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What is a portrait/ self portrait? Have you ever had a portrait 
taken? Look at yourself in a mirror and tell me what you see. 
Have others describe you- do they match up? Artists often 
create portraits of themselves over the course of their 
careers. It can announce their style or it can help the artist 
express their emotions. The famous Dutch artist Rembrandt 
created multiple self portraits. Research these amazing pieces 
of art and compare them to each other. How do you think he 
saw himself? What does his art tell you about what was 
important to him? Look up Pablo Picaso’s The Artist’s Eyes. 
Why do you think he did just his eyes? A self portrait doesn’t 
have to be your entire body, it can be just one part, like 
Picaso’s.     
 
ASSIGNMENT; Create a self portrait of you! Understand that 
this is how you see yourself and it is a way for you to express 
yourself to others. I can be your favorite part of yourself or it 
could be just on piece of the amazing person that you are. 
Choose any medium and have fun expressing the unique 
person that YOU are!  	  
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